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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents a novel learning model Clarion, which is a hybrid model based on the twolevel approach proposed in Sun (1995). The model integrates neural, reinforcement, and symbolic
learning methods to perform on-line, bottom-up learning (i.e., learning that goes from neural to
symbolic representations). The model utilizes both procedural and declarative knowledge (in neural
and symbolic representations respectively), tapping into the synergy of the two types of processes.
It was applied to deal with sequential decision tasks. Experiments and analyses in various ways are
reported that shed light on the advantages of the model.
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Figure 1: Navigating Through A Mine eld

1 Introduction
This paper presents a model that uni es neural, symbolic, and reinforcement learning. It addresses
the following three issues: (1) It deals with autonomous learning: It allows a situated agent to learn
autonomously and continuously, from on-going experience in the world, without the use of preconstructed data sets or preconceived concepts (i.e., a priori knowledge). (2) The model learns not only
procedural knowledge but also declarative knowledge (which is beyond traditional reinforcement learning algorithms, as will be discussed later). (3) The learning is bottom-up: declarative knowledge is
acquired from an agent's experience interacting with the world through the mediation of procedural
knowledge. (This di ers from top-down learning in which procedural knowledge is acquired through
\compiling" externally given declarative knowledge (e.g., Anderson 1983).)
Sequential decision tasks involve selecting and performing a sequence of actions to accomplish an
objective on the basis of moment-to-moment perceptual information. An abstract speci cation of
sequential decision tasks is as follows: there is an agent (or a set of agents) that can select, from a
nite set of actions, an action to perform at each time step. The selection decision is mainly based on
the current state of the world. The world is presented to the agent, through sensory input, as a state
vector and over time, as a sequence of state vectors. At certain points in a sequence, the agent may
receive payo s or reinforcements for their actions performed at or prior to the current state. Thus,
the agent may need to perform credit assignment in learning, to attribute the payo s/reinforcements
to actions at various points in time (the temporal credit assignment problem), and in accordance to
various aspects of a state (the structural credit assignment problem). There is in general no teacher
providing additional input. The agent starts with little or no a priori knowledge. One example is
learning to navigate through mine elds (see Figure 1; more discussion later).
Although the essential motivation for this project is cognitive modeling (that is, understanding
human learning in sequential decision making situations; see Sun 1997, Sun et al 1997), this paper will
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focus instead on computational experiments and analyses of the model that we developed. The goal of
this paper is to detail the speci cs of the model and the rationales behind the design of the model, and
then through experiments, to demonstrate various aspects of the model, especially its performance
advantages (i.e., the synergy; more later). In the remainder of the paper, section 2 presents the model.
Section 3 presents some experiments in navigation domains. Section 4 provides some further analyses,
while section 5 relates the model to existing work. Section 6 ends the paper with concluding remarks.

2 A Model of Procedural and Declarative Knowledge
There has been a great deal of work demonstrating the di erence between procedural knowledge and
declarative knowledge: for example, Anderson (1983), Keil (1989), Damasio et al. (1990), and Sun
(1994). It is believed that a balance between the two is essential to the development of complex
cognitive agents. This is based on two lines of argument. First, there are ample psychological data
that support the distinction between procedural and declarative knowledge and the need for both.
Anderson (1983) initially proposed the distinction based on human data on problem solving. Keil
(1989) and Sun (1994) subsequently made similar points also based on psychological data. Second,
there are many philosophical arguments for making this distinction and achieving an appropriate balance between the two. Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1987) proposed the distinction between analytical and
intuitive thinking. Smolensky (1988) proposed the distinction between conceptual (publicly accessible) and subconceptual processing. In addition, the distinction between conscious and subconscious
processes, although controversial, is well known (cf. James 1890, Sun 1997). The inadequacy of \intelligent" systems that ignore these points in dealing with the full range and complexity of intelligent
behaviors lends additional support for these arguments. We are not aiming to capture all of the above
dichotomies. Denoting more or less the same thing, these dichotomies serve as justi cations for our
main distinction, between (conceptual) declarative knowledge and (subconceptual) procedural knowledge, which is distinguished by the di erence in accessibility (declarative knowledge is easily accessible
and linguistically expressible, procedural knowledge is not; Anderson 1983, 1993, Sun 1994).
Declarative knowledge has some advantages which make it indispensable to a learning agent despite
the fact that procedural knowledge is more ecient or easier to learn. These advantages are:

 It helps to guide the exploration of new situations, and reduces the time necessary to develop skills
in new situations. In other words, it helps the transfer of learned skill (as shown psychologically
by Willingham et al 1989).
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 Declarative knowledge can help to speed up learning. If properly used, explicit knowledge that

is extracted on-line during procedural learning can help to facilitate the learning process itself
(Willingham et al 1989, Stanley et al 1989).

 Declarative knowledge can also help in communicating learned knowledge and skills to other
agents.

A two-level (or two-tiered) model provides the needed framework for representing both types
of knowledge in an integrated model that encompasses both. Our model is named Clarion (i.e.,
Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule Induction ON-line), which is similar to the model proposed
in Sun (1994, 1995) but is speci cally designed for skill learning in sequential decision tasks. It consists
of two levels: The bottom level contains procedural knowledge (Anderson 1983) and the top level
contains declarative knowledge in the form of propositional rules.
Let us discuss the two levels in some more detail based on the idea of Sun (1994, 1995). There are
indications that the di erence between the two levels lies mainly in their representations (see Reber
1989 regarding available psychological evidence in this respect). First, to capture procedural knowledge, we prefer a subsymbolic distributed representation, such as that provided by a backpropagation
network. This is because of the implicit nature (i.e., inaccessibility) of procedural knowledge (Anderson
1983) (and also because of the need for function approximators due to large state spaces; more later).
In terms of learning, we prefer reinforcement learning (i.e., the temporal di erence method, which
can handle sequential decision situations; Sutton 1988). This is because in sequential decision tasks
such as navigation, there is seldomly any uniquely correct action. In general, for each situation, there
are various possible responses that are roughly equally good; thus, supervised learning procedures do
not seem applicable. However, for each situation, there are indeed good actions and bad actions; we
measure the goodness of actions through a payo /reinforcement signal. An adjustment can be made to
some parameters to increase the chance of selecting the actions that will lead to positive reinforcement
and to reduce the chance of selecting the actions that will lead to negative reinforcement. Second, to
capture declarative knowledge, we prefer a symbolic (or localist) representation, in which each unit
has a clear conceptual meaning (or interpretation), because declarative knowledge is highly accessible
and inferences are performed explicitly at the conceptual level (Smolensky 1988, Sun 1994, 1995). We
focus on propositional rules here. In learning rules, we can make use of the other level | the network
that is trained with reinforcement learning and embodies procedural knowledge. There is thus no
need for a completely separate learning mechanism for the top level. We can extract information from
the bottom-level and thereby form explicit rules. In addition, we should dynamically acquire rules
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and modify rules subsequently when necessary. (As a comparison, human learning is often on-line
and gradual, which is especially true in rule learning as speci cally discussed by Dominowski (1975),
Nosofsky et al (1994) and others.)
An overall sketchy pseudo-code algorithm that describes the operation of Clarion is as follows
(we will explain the notions of Q-values, Q-learning, Rule-Extraction-Revision, and so on later):
1. Observe the current state x.
2. Compute in the bottom level the values of x associated with each of all the possible actions ai 's:
Q(x; a1 ), Q(x; a2 ), ......, Q(x; an ).
3. Find out all the possible actions (b1 , b2 , ...., bm ) at the top level, based on the input x and the
rules in place.
4. Choose an appropriate action b, considering the values of ai 's and bj 's.
5. Perform the action b, and observe the next state y and (possibly) the reinforcement r.
6. Update the bottom level in accordance with Q-Learning.
7. Update the top level with Rule-Extraction-Revision.
8. Go back to Step 1.

2.1 The Bottom Level
Reinforcement learning. A Q-value is an evaluation of the \quality" of an action in a given state:

Q(x; a) indicates how desirable action a is in state x (which consists of sensory input). To acquire the

Q-values, we use the Q-learning algorithm (Watkins 1989; a temporal di erence algorithm). In the
algorithm, Q(x; a) estimates the maximum discounted cumulative reinforcement that the agent will
receive from the current state x on. The updating of Q(x; a) is based on minimizing the so called
Bellman residual:
r + e(y) ? Q(x; a)

where is a discount factor, e(y) = maxa Q(y; a), and y is the new state resulting from action a.
Thus, the updating is based on the temporal di erence in evaluating the current state and the action
chosen. Through successive updates of the Q function, the agent can learn to take into account future
steps in longer and longer sequences, notably without explicit planning (Watkins 1989).

Implementation. To implement Q-learning, we chose to use a four-layered network, in which

the rst three layers form a backpropagation network for computing Q-values and the fourth layer
(with only one node) performs stochastic decision making. The output of the third layer (i.e., the
output layer of the backpropagation network) indicates the Q-value of each action (represented by
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an individual node), and the node in the fourth layer determines probabilistically the action to be
performed based on a Boltzmann distribution (Watkins 1989):
Q(x;a)=
p(ajx) = Pe eQ(x;ai)=
i

Here  controls the degree of randomness (temperature) of the decision-making process. The training
of the backpropagation network is based on the following error signals:

8
< r + e(y) ? Q(x; a) if ai = a
erri = :
0
otherwise

where i is the index for an output node representing the action ai and a is the action performed. The
backpropagation procedure is then applied as usual to adjust weights. 1

2.2 The Top Level
Rule encoding. Declarative knowledge is captured in a simple propositional rule form. Although

we can directly use a symbolic rule representation, to facilitate correspondence with the bottom level
and to encourage uniformity and integration, we chose to use a localist connectionist model instead.
Basically, we connect the nodes representing the conditions of a rule to the node representing the
conclusion (Sun 1992, Towell and Shavlik 1993). That is, we directly translate the structure of a rule
set to that of a network. Details will be discussed later.

Rule learning. We devised a novel rule learning algorithm in accordance with the task character-

istics: concurrent (on-line) learning, reactivity, and the lack of teacher input and a priori knowledge.
The basic idea is as follows: we perform rule learning (extraction and subsequent revision) at each step.
If some action decided by the bottom level is successful (as measured by some criterion, which will
be presented later) then the agent extracts a rule that corresponds to the decision and adds the rule
to the rule network. Then, in subsequent interactions with the world, the agent veri es the extracted
rule by considering the outcome of applying the rule: if the outcome is not successful (as measured
by a criterion), then the rule should be made more speci c and exclusive of the current case; if the
outcome is successful, the agent may try to generalize the rule to make it more universal.
Let us look into a re ned version of the overall algorithm that eshes out some rule learning details
(in steps 8 and 9).
1 The lookup table implementation of

Q-learning is usually not feasible because of the (likely) continuous input space
and when discretized, the resulting huge state space (e.g., in the mine eld navigation task there are more than 1012
states). A function approximator has to be used (Sutton 1990, Lin 1992, Mahadevan and Connell 1992, Tesauro 1992)
and as a result the convergence of learning is not guaranteed (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996).
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Do the following for each decision step:
1. Observe the current state x.
2. Calculate the Q-values of all the actions in the current state: Q(x; a1 ); Q(x; a2 ); :::; Q(x; an )
3. Find all the rules that match the current state. Choose one matching rule (randomly) to apply.
4. Combine the outcomes of the previous two steps using a weighted sum (details later). Based on
the combined values of actions, select an action b to be performed using the Boltzmann distribution.
5. Perform the action b.
6. Enter the new state y resulting from the action. Possibly receive a reinforcement r.
7. Calculate all the Q-values for the new state: Q(y; a1 ); Q(y; a2); :::; Q(y; an )
8. Update statistics for each rule and its variations (de ned later). Check the current criterion for
rule extraction and revision.
8.1. If the result is successful according to the current criterion (to be de ned later), and there
is no rule matching that state and that action, then perform extraction of a new rule: state ?!
action. Add the extracted rule to the rule network.
8.2. If the result is unsuccessful according to the current criterion (de ned later), revise all the
matching rules using shrinking and deletion.
8.2.1. Remove the matching rules from the rule network.
8.2.2. Add the revised versions of the rules into the rule network.
8.3. If the result is successful according to the current criterion, then generalize the matching rules.
8.3.1. Create new rules using expansion.
8.3.2. Add the expanded rules to the rule network to replace the original rules.
9. Perform merge to combine existing rules.
10. Update the bottom level (as speci ed before).

Details of Rule Encoding and Learning. First, let us examine details of rule encoding. Assume

that an input state x is made up of a number of dimensions (e.g., x1 ; x2 ; ::::; xn ). Each dimension can
have a number of possible values (e.g., v1 ; v2 ; ::::; vm ). 2 Rules are in the following form: current-state
?! action, where the left-hand side is a conjunction of individual elements each of which refers to
a dimension xi of the input x, specifying a value range or a value in the dimension (i.e., xi = vi
or xi 2 fvi1 ; vi2 ; ::::g), and the right-hand side is an action recommendation a. Each element in the
left-hand side is represented by an individual node. For each rule, a set of links are established, each of
which connects a node representing an element in the left-hand side of a rule to the node representing
the conclusion in the right-hand side of the rule. If an element is in a positive form, the link carries a
positive weight w (which we set to 1); otherwise, it carries a negative weight ?w. Sigmoidal functions
2 Each dimension is either ordinal (discrete or continuous) or nominal.

In the following discussion, we focus on ordinal
values; nominal values can be handled similarly. A binary dimension is a special case of a discrete ordinal dimension.
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are used for node activation (which is an obvious choice; other functions are also possible):

P1 i w ?

(1)
1+e i i i
The threshold  of a node is set to be n  w ? , where n is the number of incoming links (the number of
the elements in the condition leading to the conclusion represented by this node), and  is a parameter,
selected along with w to make sure that it is always the case that the node has activation above 0:9
when all the elements of its condition are satis ed, and has activation below 0:1 when some elements
of its condition are not met. Activations above 0:9 are considered 1, and activations below 0:1 are
considered 0. So rules are in fact discretized and thus crisp/binary. 3
There are several di erent versions of rule learning for Clarion, including a deterministic version
and two statistical versions. The criteria used in these versions measuring whether a step is successful
or not (needed for rule extraction, shrinking, and expansion) are di erent, and some other details
of the operations are also di erent. Let us focus here on a statistical version of Clarion (see Sun
and Peterson 1997, 1998 for the other versions). In this version, the criteria for rule construction,
shrinking, deletion, and expansion are mostly determined by an information gain measure (which
basically compares the quality of two candidate rules). To calculate the information gain measure,
we do the following. At each step, we examine the following information: (x; y; r; a), where x is
the state before action a is performed, y is the new state after an action a is performed, and r is
the reinforcement received after action a. Based on that, we update the positive and negative match
counts for each rule condition and each of its variations (i.e., the rule condition plus/minus one possible
value in one of the input dimensions) C , with regard to the action a performed. That is, we update
PMa (C ) (i.e., Positive Match) and NMa(C ) (i.e., Negative Match). PMa (C ) equals the number of
times that an input matches the condition C , action a is performed, and the result is positive. NMa (C )
equals the number of times that an input matches the condition C , action a is performed, and the
result is negative. Here, positivity/negativity is determined by the following inequality concerning
Bellman residuals: maxb Q(y; b) ? Q(x; a) + r > threshold, which indicates whether or not the action
is reasonably good (see the analysis next; see also Sun and Peterson 1998). 4
3 In

addition, if there is more than one rule that leads to the same conclusion, an intermediate node is created for
each such rule: all of the elements on the left-hand side of each rule are linked to the same intermediate node, and then
all the intermediate nodes are linked to the node representing the conclusion. For more complex rule forms including
predicate rules and variable binding, see Sun (1992). Such rules can be learned using more complex ILP techniques (see
Lavrac and Dzeroski 1994).
4 Each statistic is updated with the following formula:
:=
+ 1 (where
stands for
or
). At the
end of each episode, it is discounted by:
:=
 0 90. The results are time-weighted statistics, which are useful in
nonstationary situations.
stat

stat

stat

:
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stat

stat

PM

NM

Based on these statistics, we calculate the information gain measure; that is,
PMa (B ) + 1
a (A) + 1
?
log
IG(A; B ) = log2 PM (PM
2
PMa (B ) + NMa(B ) + 2
a A) + NMa (A) + 2
where A and B are two di erent conditions that lead to the same action a. 5 The measure compares
essentially the percentage of positive matches under di erent conditions A and B (with the Laplace
estimator; Lavrac and Dzeroski 1994). If A can improve the percentage to a certain degree over B,
then A is considered better than B. In the algorithm, if a rule is better compared with the match-all
rule (i.e, the rule with the condition that matches all inputs), then the rule is considered successful
(for the purpose of deciding on expansion or shrinking operations).
We decide on whether or not to construct a rule based on a simple success criterion which is fully
determined by the current step (x; y; r; a):

 Extraction: if the Bellman residual r + e(y) ? Q(x; a) > threshold, where a is the action performed in state x and y is the resulting new state [that is, if the current step is successful],
and if there is no rule that covers this step in the top level, set up a rule C ?! a, where C
speci es the values of all the input dimensions exactly as in x.

The criterion for applying the expansion and shrinking operators, on the other hand, is based on the
afore-mentioned information gain measure. Expansion amounts to adding an additional value to one
input dimension in the condition of a rule, so that the rule will have more opportunities of matching
inputs, and shrinking amounts to removing one value from one input dimension in the condition of a
rule, so that it will have less opportunities of matching inputs. Here are the detailed descriptions of
these operators:

 Expansion: if IG(C; all) > threshold1 and maxC IG(C 0; C )  0, where C is the current condi0

tion of a matching rule, all refers to the match-all rule (with regard to the same action speci ed
by the rule), and C 0 is a modi ed condition such that C 0 = C plus one value (i.e., C 0 has one
more value in one of the input dimensions) [that is, if the current rule is successful and an
expanded condition is potentially better], then set C 00 = argmaxC IG(C 0; C ) as the new
(expanded) condition of the rule. Reset all the rule statistics. Any rule covered by the expanded
rule will be placed in its children list. 6
0

5 This is a widely used measure, for example, in many Inductive Logic Programming models, and well justi

ed on the

empirical ground. See e.g. Lavrac and Dzeroski (1994).
6 The children list of a rule is created to keep aside and make inactive those rules that are more speci c (thus fully
covered) by the current rule. It is useful because if later on the rule is deleted or shrunk, some or all of those rules on its
children list may be reactivated if they are no longer covered.
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 Shrinking: if IG(C; all) < threshold2 and maxC IG(C 0; C ) > 0, where C is the current condition
0

of a matching rule, all refers to the match-all rule (with regard to the same action speci ed by
the rule), and C 0 is a modi ed condition such that C 0 = C minus one value (i.e., C 0 has one
less value in one of the input dimensions) [that is, if the current rule is unsuccessful,
but a shrunk condition is better], then set C 00 = argmaxC IG(C 0; C ) as the new (shrunk)
condition of the rule. 7 Reset all the rule statistics. Restore those rules in the children list of
the original rule that are not covered by the shrunk rule.
0

 Deletion: included in Shrinking. If shrinking the condition makes it impossible for a rule to
match any input state, delete the rule.

 Merge: when the conditions of two rules are close enough, the two rules may be combined: If

one rule is covered completely by another, it is put on the children list of the other. If one rule
is covered by another except for one dimension, produce a new rule that covers both.

Note that although the accumulation of statistics is gradual, the acquisition and re nement of rules
are one-shot and all-or-nothing, in contrast to the bottom level.

2.3 The Whole Model
In the overall algorithm, step 4 is for making the nal decision of which action to take by incorporating
outcomes from both levels. Several di erent methods of combining outcomes from the two levels were
tried. A good method is the stochastic method. In this method, we combine the corresponding values
for an action from the two levels by a weighted sum; that is, if the top level indicates that action a
has an activation value v (which should be 0 or 1 as rules are binary) and the bottom level indicates
that a has an activation value q (the Q-value), then the nal outcome is w1  v + w2  q. Stochastic
decision making with Boltzmann distribution based on the weighted sums is then performed to select
an action out of all the possible actions.
Relative weights of the two levels can be automatically set based on the probability matching of
the relative performance of the two levels (which is commonly observed in animal behavior). That
is, if the success rate of the decisions made by the top level is sb and the success rate of the bottom
level is st , then the weights are st =(sb + st ) for the top level and sb =(sb + st ) for the bottom level. 8
7 Clearly, we should have threshold2  threshold1 to avoid oscillation.
8 We have sb = 1 ? eb and st = 1 ? et ; in turn, eb = E [(maxb Q(y; b) ? Q(x; a) + r)2  p(ajx)],

state, is the action chosen, is the new state, and ( j ) =
a

y

p a x
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P

eQ(x;a)=
eQ(x;ai )=
i

where is the current
is the probability of choosing action in
x

a

2.4 Some Preliminary Analyses
We can contrast the characteristics of the two levels. The top level is discrete, all-or-nothing, rigorously
veri ed (through statistics), and without random exploration, and it learns through trial-and-error in
a one-shot fashion. The bottom level is continuous, graded, not rigorously veri ed, and with random
exploration, and it learns in a gradual and cumulative fashion. Thus they complement each other. Note
also that the generalization of rules complements the generalization in the bottom level: While the
bottom level generalization is continuous/graded, rule generalization at the top level is discrete/crisp
(in terms of results, not the process), thus capturing di erent kinds of regularities. Because they
possess di erent characteristics, each level tends to learn di erentially; thus a combination of the two,
through stochastic \averaging", is likely to result in improved performance. This is similar in a way to
the basic motivation behind \stacking", \bagging", and other averaging techniques (Breiman 1996).
It also bears some resemblance to work combining multiple heterogeneous learners to improve overall
performance, such as Domingos (1996) and Giraud-Carrier and Martinez (1995).
The temporal di erence in Q-values that determines rule learning (i.e., the Bellman residual
maxb Q(y; b) ? Q(x; a)+ r > threshold) encourages taking the actions that may lead to an improvement
(increase) of Q-values (i.e., lead to a new state with a higher Q-value and thus a positive temporal
di erence between the old and the new state). Naturally, these are actions that are worth exploring
in their respective states, because they lead to the learning of better Q-values. When learning is
on-going, although taking promising actions (i.e., actions with a large temporal di erence) is needed,
the agent should not ignore those actions that have already been proven to be e ective (i.e., those that
already have large Q-values). This is achieved through combining the outcomes from the rules and
the Q-learning network stochastically: A high Q-value from the bottom level encourages the agent to
take the corresponding action.
However, when learning is well under way, an actions leading to a positive temporal di erence tend
to be an above-average action in a given state, because a positive temporal di erence means that the
action leads to a new state with an above-average Q-value compared with other new states resulting
from other actions. This is because each Q-value tends to be \averaged" by neighboring Q-values
(for di erent actions and states), which is due to network generalization/approximation that tends to
\smooth" the output value surface. Because of the selection of actions with above-average Q-values, the
temporal di erence criterion leads to rules with above-average performance, which means that they
state ; t = [(maxb ( ) ? ( ) + )2  ( j )], where
( j ) is the percentage of the rules matching that
recommend action . So the error rate not only takes into account the Bellman residuals, but also the probabilities of
these residuals occurring.
x

e

E

Q y; b

Q x; a

r

prob a x

prob a x

a
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x

are likely to be optimal or near optimal rules. These rules supplement the approximated Q-values
(produced by a function approximating neural network) and compensate for the (over)generalization
therein (that is, counterbalancing the \smoothing" tendency; see sections 3 and 4). 9
Note that the rule learning part of the model is incomplete: it cannot by itself learn to perform
temporal credit assignment. To perform temporal credit assignment, some mechanism comparable in
power to Q-learning must be used. In Clarion, rule learning is based on Q-learning at the bottom
level. But in turn, rules extracted from the bottom level help to improve its performance (as discussed
next).

3 Experiments
3.1 The Task Setting
We tested Clarion on the on-line simulated navigation task as shown in Figure 1. The agent has
to navigate an underwater vessel through a mine eld to reach a target location. The agent receives
information only from a number of instruments. As shown in Figure 2, the sonar gauge shows how
close the mines are in 7 equal areas that range from 45 degrees to the left of the agent to 45 degrees
to the right. The fuel gauge shows how much time is left before fuel runs out. The bearing gauge
shows the direction of the target from the present direction of the agent. The range gauge shows how
far the target is from the current location. Based only on such information, the agent decides on (1)
how to turn and (2) how fast to move. The time allotted to the agent for each episode is 200 steps.
The agent, within an allotted time period, can either (1) reach the target (a success), (2) hit a mine
(a failure), or (3) run out of time (a failure again). Each episode starts with the agent on the one
side of the mine eld and the target on the other. An episode ends when (1) the target is reached, (2)
the time runs out (200 steps), or (3) the agent hits a mine. A random mine layout is generated for
each episode. The mines are randomly placed between the starting point of the agent and the target.
On-line, real-time simulation was used for navigation and learning.
9 However,

a Q-value is the statistical average taking into account all the possible resulting states from an action. So
a rule may be extracted erroneously due to a fortuitous state transition into one of the better outcome states (which
leads to a large temporal di erence also). But such rules will be deleted later on, because of the rule revision process
using the information gain measure, which takes into consideration the frequencies of such state transitions.
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3.2 The Model Setup
In Clarion, as input to the bottom level, each gauge was represented by a set of nodes. We tried
both discrete and analog input values. In the case of discrete inputs, the following nodes are used for
the inputs:
fuel

1 input node

range

2 inputs nodes

bearing

6 input nodes

sonar

4 X 7 input nodes

That is, one node is used for \fuel" (with two values: a lot and a little), six for \bearing" (including
far left, left, straight ahead, right, far right, and right behind), four for each of the seven \sonars"
(ranging from very far to very close), and one for \range" (with two values: far and near). There are
41 inputs and thus more than 1012 states. In the case of analog inputs, each gauge is represented by
one node, which takes on continuous values between the highest possible value and the lowest possible
value, scaled to within [0; 1]. 10 We have to deal with the problem of high input dimensionality.
A lookup table implementation for Q-learning at the bottom level is not possible, because of the
high dimensionality (Tesauro 1992, Lin 1991). A function approximator, such as a backpropagation
network, must be used (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996).
The action outputs in the bottom level consist of two clusters of nodes: one clusters of 5 nodes for
5 di erent values of \direction" (including left, slightly left, straight, slightly right, and right), and the
other cluster of 5 nodes for 5 di erent values of \speed" (including very fast, fast, normal, slow, and
standstill).
In the top level, as an alternative to using the same inputs as the bottom level, we also tried using
some secondary (derived) features as inputs (cf. Zhang and Dietterich 1995). These features include:
LeftLeastDense

1 input node

CenterLeastDense

1 input node

RightLeastDense

1 input node

LeftFurthestMine

1 input node

CenterFurthestMine

1 input node

RightFurthestMine

1 input node

LeftAvgMineDistance

4 input nodes

10 We

compared the performance of these two types of inputs, and found no signi cant di erence.
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Figure 2: The Navigation Input
The display at the upper left corner is the fuel gauge; the vertical one at the upper right corner is the range
gauge; the round one in the middle is the bearing gauge; the 7 sonar gauges are at the bottom.
CenterAvgMineDistance

4 input nodes

RightAvgMineDistance

4 input nodes

Each of the 3 nodes regarding LeastDense is binary. The same for the 3 nodes regarding FurthestMine.
The nodes regarding average distance are calculated from averaging the sonar values on each of the
three sides, which results in three node clusters each of which has 4 nodes similar to individual sonar
gauge representations. These features were used along with \fuel", \range" and \bearing" (as before).
11

Clarion's internal parameters are set through trial-and-error optimization by hand. Seven hidden

units are used in the backpropagation network, the momentum parameter is 0.7, network weights are
randomly initialized between -0.01 and 0.01. The Q-value discount rate is 0.95. The temperature
(randomness parameter) for stochastic decision making is set at 0:01. A schedule for the gradual
lowering of learning rates is used: := 0  ecs , where is the current learning rate, 0 = 0:03 is
the initial learning rate, c = 6:0 is a constant, and s is the success rate (the percentage of successful
episodes during the previous block of 20 episodes). The thresholds for rule extraction and revision
are set as follows: threshold = 0.06, threshold1 =1.5, and threshold2 =0.5. To limit the number of
rules at the top level, we instituted an upper limit of 100 rules. When more rules are created than
allowed, we purge \old" existing rules, according to the rank ordering of rules on the basis of their
ages, where the age of a rule is de ned to be the number of steps occurred since the last application
of the rule. Fixed combination weights for the two levels are used: w1 = 0:2 and w2 = 0:8.
The reinforcements for an agent are produced from two sources. One is the gradient reward, which
is proportional to the change in the \range" readings (i.e, the change in the distance to the target).
12
The other is the end reward, which is determined by how successful the agent is at the end of an
11 Although

the secondary feature set led to more comprehensible rules, they had no signi cant impact on learning
performance. Therefore, in the following discussion of experiments, we do not distinguish between the primary and the
secondary feature sets.
12 When the agent is going toward the target, the reinforcement is = 1  (( 2 ? 1 ) )4 , where = 7 5, 2 ? 1 is
gr
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episode. The end reward is 1 if the agent reaches the target within the allotted time, and is inversely
proportional to the distance (from the target) if the agent runs out of time or gets blown up. 13

3.3 Results
Learning speed. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the data of Clarion (using the analog inputs in the

bottom level and the secondary features in the top level). In terms of learning e ectiveness, which is
measured by the number of successful episodes out of a total of 1000 episodes of training (averaged
over 10 runs), the \training" columns of these gures show the di erence between Clarion and
the bottom level alone (trained with pure Q-learning). It appears that at higher mine densities
(that is, the more dicult settings), Clarion is signi cantly better compared with the bottom level
alone. In the 30-mine and 60-mine cases, the superiority of Clarion (over the bottom level alone
with Q-learning only) is statistically signi cant (with t tests, p < 0:05). However, the performance
is statistically undi erentiable in the 10-mine case. Figure 6 shows the learning curves during the
course of training, in which each data point is the average of the percentages of successful episodes in
a 20-episode block.

Transfer. The right three blocks of Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the transfer data, where transfer

is measured by the percentage of successful episodes in the new setting by the trained models (each
trained model is applied to mine elds that contain a di erent number of mines for a total of 20
episodes; the data is averaged over 10 runs). The data generally follows the pattern that the higher
the mine density is, the lower the success rate is. Moreover, the performance of a model is generally
better if it is trained at a higher mine density (probably because if it is trained at a high mine density,
it tends to learn strategies that are more suitable for high-density mine elds). As also indicated by the
tables, Clarion outperforms the bottom level alone (trained with Q-learning) in transfer at higher
mine densities; the higher the mine density, the more pronounced the di erence. The di erences are
statistically signi cant in the 30-mine and 60-mine cases (using t tests, p < 0:05). Finally, comparing
the transfer performance of the top level, the bottom level, and the whole system (after they are trained
together), we notice that the whole system always performs much better than either level alone. There
is de nitely a synergy between the two levels (in the sense that the whole system performs better than
either levels). Learning rules does help to improve the transfer performance.
the distance traveled in the target direction in one step, and is the maximum distance possible (which is 40). When
the agent is going away from the target, the reinforcement is = ?0 5 .
13 When the agent runs out of time, the reinforcement is = 500 (500 + ) ? 1, where is the distance to the target.
When the agent gets blown up, the reinforcement is = 1 2  500 (500 + ) ? 1.
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Mine Density During Training: 10
Model
Training Both Bottom
10
10
10
CLARION
651.8 63.5
6.5
s.d.
31.3 34.4
4.5
Q
645.7
82.0
s.d.
86.9
14.2

Top
10
4.5
6.9

Both
30
35.5
21.0

Bottom
30
1.5
2.3
42.0
24.5

Top
30
0.5
1.5

Both
60
11.5
9.5

Bottom
60
1.0
2.0
14.5
18.1

Top
60
0.0
0.0

Figure 3: Learning and transfer from 10-mine mine elds.
Q refers to the bottom level used alone with Q-learning as the sole learning method. Training indicates the total
numbers of successful episodes during training. The next three blocks contain performance data (in percentage),
in three di erent mine densities (10, 30, and 60) using the trained models with either the top level, the bottom
level, or both together.

Mine Density During Training: 30
Model
Training Both Bottom
30
10
10
CLARION
663.8 89.0
5.0
s.d.
48.4 26.5
3.2
Q
539.1
77.0
s.d.
105.6
17.5

Top
10
1.0
2.0

Both
30
75.0
23.6

Bottom
30
7.0
5.6
68.0
20.4

Top
30
0.0
0.0

Both
60
47.5
24.9

Bottom
60
2.5
2.5
35.5
20.7

Top
60
0.0
0.0

Figure 4: Learning and transfer from 30-mine mine elds.
Q refers to the bottom level used alone with Q-learning as the sole learning method. Training indicates the total
numbers of successful episodes during training. The next three blocks contain performance data in percentage,
in three di erent mine densities (10, 30, and 60) using the trained models with either the top level, the bottom
level, or both together.

Mine Density During Training: 60
Model
Training Both Bottom
60
10
10
CLARION
581.4 99.5
9.5
s.d.
79.0
1.5
6.5
Q
495.8
71.5
s.d.
137.9
11.6

Top
10
2.0
3.3

Both
30
96.0
3.7

Bottom
30
8.5
4.5
67.5
16.8

Top
30
0.0
0.0

Both
60
76.0
15.9

Bottom
60
6.0
6.6
47.5
24.3

Top
60
0.0
0.0

Figure 5: Learning and transfer from 60-mine mine elds.
Q refers to the bottom level used alone with Q-learning as the sole learning method. Training indicates the total
numbers of successful episodes during training. The next three blocks contain performance data in percentage,
in three di erent mine densities (10, 30, and 60) using the trained models with either the top level, the bottom
level, or both together.
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The 60-mine learning curves
Figure 6: Learning curves for 10-mine, 30-mine, and 60-mine settings.
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Trained performance. The right three blocks of Figures 3, 4, and 5 also contain the trained

performance data: The 10-mine block in Figure 3 shows the trained performance after training in
10-mine mine elds. The 30-mine block in Figure 4 shows the trained performance after training in
30-mine mine elds. The 60-mine block in Figure 5 shows the trained performance after training in
60-mine mine elds. Trained performance is de ned to be the percentage of successful episodes in the
same setting as used in training by the trained models (each trained model is applied to the mine elds
for a total of 20 episodes; the data is averaged over 10 runs). At higher mine densities, we notice
that the trained performance of Clarion is better than the bottom level alone (trained only with
Q-learning). Comparing the performance of the whole system and the two levels separately after the
two levels are trained together, we again notice that the whole system performs much better than the
bottom level and the top level alone, which strongly suggests a synergy between the two levels. See
Appendix for some examples of the rules learned at the top level.

3.4 Traces
For the mine eld navigation task, we plotted a few snapshots of trajectories. Since random mine
layouts were used during training (with repetitions though), the best way to show the progress of an
agent through training is to select those episodes of the agent that operate on a same mine layout
(which occurred actually relatively regularly during the training sessions). We thus selected a total
18 episodes of an agent on the same mine layout (see Figure 7, 8). Progressively, as shown in the
gures, the agent went from being completely random, to following a reasonable path to the goal,
to eventually following an almost optimal path to the goal. The progress, however, was not strictly
monotonic. Regressions back to earlier worse behaviors sometimes occurred, but eventually a better
behavior usually resulted from further training.

4 Analyses
4.1 Sources of Power
One possible objection to the apparent advantages of the model is that the improvements exhibited in
experiments may be purely due to the high randomness in the Q-learning network at the bottom level.
To counter the objection, we tried di erent temperatures ( = 0:1; 0:01; 0:001). The results indicated
that Clarion invariably outperformed the bottom level alone (with Q-learning) at high mine density.
See Figure 9, which illustrated in one case the e ect of di erent temperatures. Another point that
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Figure 7: Sample trajectories during learning.
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Figure 8: Sample trajectories during learning (continued).
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temperature
0.05
0.01
0.001

Q performance
50.8
439.8
77.2

s.d.
69.3
137.9
114.3

CLARION performance
361.8
581.4
423.3

s.d.
56.9
79.0
56.2

Figure 9: Performance during training using di erent temperatures. Performance is measured by the
number of successful episodes out of 1000 training episodes. The mine density is 60.
can be made is that it appeared that in this domain, stochastic policies (i.e., using a non-zero 
value) were usually better than deterministic policies (i.e., choosing always the actions corresponding
to the maximum Q-values instead of using a Boltzmann distribution). After training (with a non-zero
temperature, which is a necessity for training), comparing the performance of the two types of policies,
we found that on average stochastic policies outperformed deterministic policies.
Another possibility was that the \direct" action representation at the top level, which is supposedly
di erent from the Q-value representation at the bottom level, might be the source of power. But this
cannot be true because Q-value representation can be reduced to action representation if only one
action has a maximum activation value and all other values are zero or near zero.
We tested to see if gradient reward given was of great help. This type of reward is to encourage
the agent to go forward, rather than keeping going around in the same neighborhood. It turned out
that it sped up learning slightly in most cases. The improvements, however, were not signi cant.
We wondered if the source of power of the model could be attributed to the absence of hidden
units in the top level. We tested to see if removing hidden units at the bottom level would improve
the performance. Our results indicated that, with hidden units removed from the bottom level, the
model as a whole or the bottom level alone had great diculty in learning the tasks (see also Tesauro
1992). Thus, simply removing hidden units from the bottom level cannot be the source of performance
improvement. In relation to this, we also tested to see if making activation functions of the nodes at
the bottom level more discrete (by increasing the steepness of the sigmoidal function) and adding a
threshold term (as in the top level) could improve the performance. Our results indicated otherwise.
On the other hand, when we added hidden units to the top level and made the nodes there less discrete
(i.e., turning the top level into a backpropagation network), the performance of the model deteriorated,
which indicated the importance of discrete localist representations at the top level. Taken together,
the results indicated the need for complementary representations in the two levels.
We also explored the possibility that an insucient number of hidden units used in the bottom
level led to the improvement of performance when the top level was added, because the top level
supplemented the bottom-level capacity. We tried di erent numbers of hidden units: 7, 30, 60, 120,
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# of hidden units
7
15
30
60
120
180

Q performance
362.0
281.2
223.2
202.2
314.2
261.8

s.d.
84.6
100.2
113.9
80.9
114.6
151.4

Clarion performance

566.8
564.0
605.8
609.2
641.6
640.8

s.d.
49.5
44.2
34.9
23.9
36.8
53.3

Figure 10: Performance during training using di erent numbers of hidden units in the bottom level.
Performance is measured by the number of successful episodes out of 1000 training episodes.
and 180. We found that with increasingly more hidden units, there was little performance improvement
when the bottom level was used alone, and some improvement when the whole system was applied
together. See Figure 10, which illustrated in one case the e ect of di erent numbers of hidden units.
This again con rmed the advantage of Clarion's two-level architecture.
We tested to see if one-shot rule learning was the source of power. We compared di erent frequencies of rule learning. A readiness parameter ready determines how many times a rule extraction/revision criterion (as listed before) has to be satis ed before a rule can be extracted/revised. We
varied ready from 0 through 4, for either extraction or revision (or both). The results indicated there
was no signi cant performance di erence. However, when we extended ready to a much higher value,
the performance of the model deteriorated signi cantly. This indicated that one-shot rule learning
might be a partial explanation for the model advantages. 14
We also tested to see if the rule learning criterion was the source of the power. We tried two other
criteria: the amount of direct reward received by an agent at each step (that is, \if r > threshold"),
and the maximum Q-value at a state (that is, \if Q(x; a) > maxb Q(x; b) ? "). The former criterion
is an indication of whether or not an action taken in a given state is directly bene cial, but it fails
to take into account sequences of actions. The latter criterion concerns whether the Q-value of an
action is close enough to the maximum Q-value in that state, indicating the optimality of the action.
Our experimental results showed that adopting either of these two criteria lead to signi cantly worse
performance.
In sum, the power of the model can be attributed to the following factors: (1) the complementary
representations of the two levels: discrete vs. continuous; (2) the complementary learning processes:
one-shot rule learning vs. gradual Q-value tuning; and (3) the proper rule learning criterion based on
14 Note

that such rule learning cannot be done independently because the bottom level provides the criteria for rule
learning based on temporal credit assignment and before proper discrete rules are learned, it also provides an approximate
guide for actions (resulting from generalization in the backpropagation network), which is necessary given the huge state
space.
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version
CLARION
CLARION with EP
Q
Q with EP

performance
581.4
476.9
495.8
239.6

s.d.
79.0
96.9
137.9
123.0

Figure 11: Performance using playback. Performance is measured by the number of successful episodes
out of 1000 training episodes. The mine density is 60.
version
CLARION
CLARION with EM
Q
Q with EM

performance
581.4
633.8
495.8
575.2

s.d.
79.0
170.7
137.9
34.4

Figure 12: Performance using episodic memory. Performance is measured by the number of successful
episodes out of 1000 training episodes. The mine density is 60.
Bellman residuals as used in Clarion.

4.2 Additional Techniques
We tested a number of other techniques in the literature. Episode playback (Sutton 1990, Lin 1992)
involves training the Q-learning network with previously encountered episodes, played in a backward
direction in their entirety, done between running new episodes. The reason for doing this is to fully
utilize information available from previous experience, to speed up learning. Playback was tested
using an exponentially decreasing updating rate in the backward direction; in a way, this is similar
to the idea of TD() (updating using eligibility traces; Sutton 1988 and Singh and Sutton 1996).
Playback was also tested with a constant updating rate. We found that in either case, it did not seem
to be of help. See Figure 11.
Episodic memory is an alternative technique for speeding up learning, whereby at each step a set
of previous decision steps (each including the state, the action, the new state, and the reinforcement)
are randomly selected and used to train the Q-learning network at the bottom level (Sutton 1990,
Lin 1992). Episodic memory did speed up learning, when applied either to the bottom level or to the
Clarion model. Clarion still outperformed the bottom level at higher mine densities (more dicult
settings). See Figure 12.
As an alternative to the \rule plus neural network" architecture of Clarion, we tried to combine a
decision tree and a Q-learning network. That is, instead of rule learning at the top level, we used C4.5
(Quinlan 1986) to learn a decision tree, which was then combined with the output of the bottom level
(as before). We periodically re-learned the decision tree using a set of newly accumulated instances of
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mine density
60
30
10

C4.5+Q performance
252.0
403.6
553.8

s.d.
102.0
148.9
83.5

CLARION performance
581.4
663.8
651.8

s.d.
79.0
48.4
31.3

Figure 13: Performance of combining decision trees and Q-learners. The performance is measured by
the number of successful episodes out of the 1000 training episodes.
decision steps (each including the state, the action, the new state, and the reinforcement, randomly
selected). These instances were rst determined as either positive or negative, depending on the
positivity measure (as explained before). Then C4.5 was applied to the positive instances to learn a
tree (using actions as classi cations; Quinlan 1986). We varied the parameters, including frequency
of tree induction, number of instances used, instance selection criterion, and combination parameters.
The results of this alternative architecture were invariably worse than Clarion. See Figure 13 for
a set of data. One explanation for the worse performance is that while a decision tree is forced to
cover all possible cases (states and actions) (Quinlan 1986), rule learning in Clarion is limited to
those cases for which the model has sucient experience (which leaves the bottom level to handle the
other cases using its generalization ability). Thus rules in Clarion are more reliable, which lead to
better performance. Evidently, generalization in C4.5 is not well suited for sequential decision tasks,
compared with that in backpropagation networks (used in the bottom level).
We also tried partitioning methods in which a state space is divided into several regions each of
which is handled by a di erent learner. Gating (Jacobs et al 1991, Jordan and Jacobs 1994) is one of
these techniques, popular in supervised learning. It involves using a linear gating network to assign
inputs to di erent learners. We adapted it to sequential decision tasks (reinforcement learning). The
result we obtained showed that its performance was no better than Clarion. Another possibility
is to combine the results of multiple Q-learners each of which is trained over the entire state space.
The combination can be either through straight averaging or weighted averaging, whereby weights are
determined by performing (on-line) gradient descent on the error of the combined outcome. These
learners can be diversi ed through using di erent parameter values (such as di erent initial weights,
di erent number of hidden units, di erent learning rates, etc.), which has been shown to have some
advantages in terms of obtaining better combined outcomes (Breiman 1996, Sun and Peterson 1997,
1998). Our results showed that while averaging and weighted averaging achieved better average performance than the bottom level alone (with Q-learning), performance was not better than Clarion. We
also tried a form of the pocket algorithm (Gallant 1988) and did not observe signi cant improvement
in performance.
In all, compared with these existing techniques reported in the literature, Clarion is no worse
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than any of them, and often better.

4.3 Analyzing the Role of Rules
To see how rules and Q-values combine and complement each other, let us look into a set of input
states and their corresponding rules and Q-values (after 1000 episodes of training). (Because of the
high dimensionality of the input space, we cannot possibly examine all the states; that is why we
choose a few representative states to illustrate our points.)
As shown in Figure 14, in some runs, it turned out that the Q-values were grossly inadequate in
guiding the behavior of the agents. For almost all of the states shown in the gure, the same action
was recommended from the Q-values, because the same action had the highest Q-value throughout
these states. The recommended action was \go straight", which was certainly incorrect in most of
these states (that is, it was far from being optimal in these states), as was veri ed by trying out
the action in the corresponding input states (for a description of these input states, see Figure 16).
This suboptimal and uniform action recommendation was the result of function approximation in
the backpropagation network used for computing the Q-values. Due to over-generalization, the same
action recommendation was produced corresponding to all of these input states, which was certainly
inappropriate.
However, somewhat surprisingly, the whole system behaved essentially correctly, with a success
rate of 60%. The key to resolving this paradox lied in the rules learned by the model, which produced
correct action recommendations for many of these states. So when the outcomes from the rules (marked
as R-values in Figure 14) were combined with Q-values, correct action recommendations were produced
for most of these input states (as was veri ed by trying out the actions in the corresponding input
states; see Figure 16). This led to the 60% success rate by the whole system.
As shown in Figure 15, however, on a di erent run (with di erent parameter settings), the Qvalues were basically correct for most of the states shown in the gure (although some of them might
not be optimal). In this case, good rules were also learned. They were not complete though; that
is, they did not cover many of the input states (as shown in Figure 15). This was because there
was no need for a more complete coverage by rules, since Q-values were adequate for most of these
states. When the outcomes from the rules were combined with Q-values, the results were correct action
recommendations for most of these states. Comparable performance (around 60%) was produced by
this run too.
Overall, these two cases demonstrated two possible scenarios with regard to the combination of
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Figure 14: Q-values and R-values: complementarity.
where R-values refer to the outputs (action recommendations) of rules, with each value measuring the
number of rules making a particular action recommendation. For the speci cation of the input states,
see Figure 16.
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Q-Values at episode 1000 for subject 5
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Figure 15: Q-values and R-values: an incomplete rule set.
where R-values refer to the outputs (action recommendations) of rules, with each value measuring the
number of rules making a particular action recommendation. For the speci cation of the input states,
see Figure 16.
Input State
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bearing
9
11
11
12
12
6
1
9
12
11

Sonar Values
31 35 60 90 95 99 99
52 49 34 30 27 26 27
71 76 81 78 67 50 46
05 05 05 05 09 09 86
40 41 41 48 40 35 33
99 99 99 99 99 99 99
20 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99
92 94 98 99 99 99 98
99 99 99 99 99 99 99

Figure 16: Descriptions of some input states.
Bearing values use clock positions. Sonar values are as follows: 99 = open; 0 = mines at the current position.
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Clarion 3.0 Rule Data
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Figure 17: The increase of rule use over the course of learning.
Q-values and rules: they can be either complementary to each other as in the rst case, or they can
be redundant with both accomplishing the same result, as in the second case. In general, we should
expect a combination of the two cases.

4.4 Analysis of Rule Uses
The use of rules increases over the course of learning, as indicated by Figure 17. Here the rule use
is de ned to be the percentage of steps in which there exists a rule at the top level that matches
the action decision made by the whole Clarion model at that step. As shown in the gure, this
measure increases steadily, which indicates the gradually increasing role the top level plays over the
course of learning, and to some extent, the usefulness of the top-level rules. Our data also indicates
the stabilization of rules at the top level: while the use of rules increases, the rates of rule changes (i.e,
the extraction, deletion, expansion and shrinking of rules) decrease steadily, as shown in Figure 18.
This result points to an eventually relatively stable set of rules at the top level of Clarion, although
clearly the contents of the eventual rule sets vary from one run to another (see the analysis in the
previous subsection).
In an e ort to further verify the role of rules in Clarion, after the training, we tested the resulting
rules (at the top level) and the accumulated instances of decision steps (accumulated during training,
each including the state, the action, the new state, and the reinforcement), using a decision tree
algorithm C4.5 (Quinlan 1986). We induced one decision tree based on all the rules in Clarion,
15
and another based on a subset of randomly selected instances of decision steps (half of all the
15 In inducing

the tree, rules were viewed as classi cations, with recommended actions being viewed as class labels.
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Clarion 3.0 Rule Data
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Figure 18: The gradual decrease of rule extractions and revisions (expansion, shrinking, and deletion)
over the course of learning.
source of tree
rules
instances

tree size (# of leafs)
25
123

t (correct classi cation)
94.84%
64.26%

validation t
89.15%
91.13%

Figure 19: Comparisons of two trees resulting from rules and instances respectively.
accumulated instances). 16 We then applied both trees to the remaining half of the accumulated
instances for validation. As shown in Figure 19, we found that rules led to better trees, in that the
tree resulting from rules was more compact, and t better the data from which it was generated. We
also found that during the validation test (that is, the test on the remaining instances), the two trees
produced comparable results, even though the tree resulting from the rules was much smaller. This
result suggests that the learned rule set (in an informal sense) has a higher informational content (i.e.,
being more consistent). A sample set of rules are included in Appendix. A decision tree induced by
C4.5 is also included in Appendix.

4.5 Complexity
Let us look into the time complexity of Clarion, in comparison to pure Q-learning at the bottom
level. Assume that the size of the input state space is s, the size of the encoding of an input state
(the number of bits) is i (which is  O(log s)), the size of the action space is a, and the number of
hidden units is h (which can be safely assumed to be  i + a). Assume that the maximum number
16 The

instances were rst determined as either positive or negative, based on the positivity measure explained earlier. Then C4.5 was applied to the positive instances to induce a tree, using the actions performed as their respective
classi cations.
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of rules is r, and the maximum number of premises in each rule is c (which is  i). At each step,
Q-value calculation takes approximately i  h + h  a steps (for activation propagation along two sets
of weights), and thus is in the order of O(max(i2 ; a2 )) in relation to the network sizes. On the other
hand, at the top level, rule activation takes at most r  c steps (for comparing each premise of each
rule to the input state) and thus is in the order of O(r  i). Empirically we found that limiting r to
be i2 is sucient. Thus, rule activation takes polynomial time O(i3 ), close to Q-value calculation.
In terms of learning, at the bottom level, Q-learning (with backpropagation) takes approximately
i  h + h  a steps (for updating each of all the weights), and thus is in the order of O(max(i2 ; a2 )), in
relation to the network sizes. At the top level, for rule induction, updating all the relevant statistics
takes  r  c steps. Revising rules based on these statistics at each step takes time linear with regard
to r  c. So the total time taken for learning rule is O(r  c) = O(i3 ), which is close to Q-learning.
Space-wise, given the afore-mentioned assumptions, the top level takes r  c spaces for storing rules,
and (r  c)  c spaces for storing (temporarily) all possible revisions of the currently active rules, and
thus its space complexity is in the order of O(i4 ). The bottom level (the backpropagation network)
takes i  h + h  a weight storage spaces (for storing two sets of weights), and thus its space complexity
is in the order of O(max(i2 ; a2 )).

5 Related Work
Hybrid Models. Hybrid models (subsymbolic and symbolic, subconceptual and conceptual, reactive

and deliberate, and so on) have become popular. These models include Hendler (1987), Gelfand et al.
(1989), Miikkulainen and Dyer (1991), and Sun (1992, 1994, 1995). See Sun and Bookman (1994) for
an overview.
Some hybrid connectionist models try to implement all types of knowledge (symbolic and subsymbolic) in one particular kind of network or another; for example, Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1990),
Barnden (1988), and Sun (1992b) try to implement knowledge in localist networks, and Miikkulainen
and Dyer (1991) and Hinton and Touretzky (1986) try to implement knowledge in distributed networks. Clarion, among others such as Sun (1995) and Gelfand et al (1989), takes a di erent tack and
attempts to develop a principled dichotomy of the conceptual vs. the subconceptual in architectures.
Among those models that incorporate such a dichotomy, some tend to simply juxtapose the two sides
of the dichotomy. Instead, Clarion attempts to explore their synergy.
Some existing hybrid models do not or cannot perform learning, such as Shastri and Ajjanagadde
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(1990), Sun (1992, 1995), and Barnden (1989), although their representations are more sophisticated.
Others perform learning in a batch fashion, such as Miikkulainen and Dyer (1991), although their
learning task is quite dicult. Instead, Clarion performs on-line (concurrent) learning (Gelfand
et al 1989). Clarion is thus more cognitively plausible and more ecologically realistic in this regard (Nosofsky et al 1994). Clarion is also capable of integrated learning (that is, developing
subsymbolic and symbolic representations along side of each other), which is unlike any of the existing
models. In addition, most of the existing learning models explore mainly top-down learning (including
advice taking), in which externally given declarative knowledge is turned into procedural knowledge
through practice, such as Gelfand et al (1989), Maclin and Shavlik (1994), and Anderson (1983). Instead, Clarion explores bottom-up learning, to demonstrate how conceptual/symbolic knowledge can
emerge in interacting with the world through the mediation of subconceptual/subsymbolic procedural
knowledge.

Rule Extraction. Let us compare Clarion also with connectionist rule extraction algorithms.

Fu (1991) proposed an exhaustive search based algorithm to extract conjunctive rules from perceptron
networks. To nd rules, the learner rst searches for all the combinations of positive conditions
that can lead to a conclusion; then, in the second phase, with a previously found combination of
positive conditions, the learner searches for negative conditions that should be added to guarantee
the conclusion. In the case of three-layered networks, the learner can extract two separate sets of
rules, one for each layer, and then integrate them by substitution. Towell and Shavlik (1993) used
rules of an alternative form, the N-of-M form: If N of the M conditions, a1 , a2 , ...., aM , is true,
then the conclusion b is true. It is believed that some rules can be better expressed in such a form,
which more closely resembles the weighted-sum computation in neural networks, in order to avoid the
combinatorial explosion and to discern structures. A four-step procedure is used to extract such rules,
by rst grouping similarly weighted links, eliminating insigni cant groups, and then forming rules from
the remaining groups through an exhaustive search. However, these rule extraction algorithms are
meant to be applied at the end of the training of a network. Once extracted, the rules are xed; there
is no modi cation on the y, unless the rules are re-extracted (starting anew) after further training
of the network. On the other hand, in Clarion, an agent can extract and modify rules dynamically.
Connectionist reinforcement learning and rule learning work together simultaneously; thus we utilize
the synergy of the two algorithms to improve learning. Extracting and modifying rules dynamically is
computationally less expensive because it minimizes the search necessary; in fact, in Clarion, there is
no separate search process in addition to neural network learning (such as in Towell and Shavlik 1993
and Fu 1991, the search processes in which are clearly exponential), although Clarion incurs slightly
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more cost each step during learning (see the complexity analysis earlier). 17 It also helps the agent
to adapt to changing environments by allowing the addition and the removal of rules at any time. In
addition, we avoid examining the details of the network from which rules are extracted. Instead we
focus on the behavior of the network and acquire rules on that basis.

Rule Learning in AI. Now let us turn to rule learning methods in traditional AI. Though
Clarion learns rules, Clarion tackles tasks di erent from what is usually dealt with by traditional

AI rule learning algorithms. Most of the supervised concept/rule learning algorithms (such as AQ
and ID3; Michalski 1983, Quinlan 1986) require consistent data and pre-classi cation, which are
not available to Clarion. As \batch" algorithms, they require the agent to obtain all data before
learning starts, which means higher space complexity, slow start in learning, and no \drifting" (without
extra mechanisms). They cannot be applied directly to our tasks also because they do not perform
temporal credit assignment. There is also the incremental variety of supervised learning (e.g., the
version space algorithm of Mitchell 1982 and also Utgo 1989). Although incremental, they require
labeled, complete, and consistent descriptions of instances, which are not available to Clarion. They
do not handle sequences either.
Unsupervised rule/concept learning algorithms, such as Lebowitz (1987), Fisher (1987) and Stepp
and Michalski (1986), are also unsuitable for our tasks, in that (1) in our tasks, there is feedback
available (i.e., reinforcements), although there is no direct supervision; such feedback must be taken
into consideration in order to achieve goals; (2) temporal credit assignment is necessary; (3) a complete
description of instances on which a system can base its decisions is usually not available.

One might argue that the problem of sequences can be avoided by evaluating the values of states
and/or actions statically (in isolation). However, such static evaluation relies on a great deal of a priori
knowledge about the task (which changes the nature of learning). In contrast, we assume minimal a
priori knowledge in the agent.
Some work, such as Giraud-Carrier and Martinez (1995) and Shen (1993), tried to incorporate
a variety of learning methods, which is also what Clarion strives for. However, Clarion tried to
incorporate di erent learning methods in a cognitively principled way (Anderson 1983, Sun 1994).

Sequential decision making. Let us review existing methods for sequential decision learning.

A good method is reinforcement learning, as in e.g. Sutton (1988), Watkins (1989), Barto, Sutton,
17 In

Clarion, to reduce cost, one can stop neural network learning early and obtain a reasonably good (but not

necessarily optimal) rule set. In Fu (1991) and Towell and Shavlik (1993), one may also shorten neural network learning,
but one cannot shorten the exponential-cost search process for rule extraction.
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and Watkins (1990), and Sutton (1990). There are many variations. It is possible that we can adopt
some alternative reinforcement learning methods; however, much existing work shows that Q-learning
is as good as any other method, if not better (Sutton 1990, Lin 1992, Mahadevan and Connell 1992).
However, reinforcement learning (including Q-learning) is problematic when the input space is
continuous or otherwise large, in which case reinforcement learning using table lookup is no longer
applicable and neural network implementations (function approximation) are not guaranteed successful
learning (Lin 1991, Tesauro 1992). Our experiments and analyses suggested that Clarion helps in this
regard, because rules complement the function approximator (i.e., the neural network) by detecting
and correcting over-generalization (see section 4.3).
Some reinforcement learning systems, such as Tesauro (1992) and Zhang and Dietterich (1995),
succeeded in large domains, comparable to or larger than the mine eld navigation task. These models
were aimed at practical applications, while our model was motivated by cognitive modeling considerations (i.e., to simulate and understand human cognitive processes, based on the dichotomy of
procedural and declarative knowledge; Sun et al 1996, 1997). In addition, these models used some
domain-speci c techniques (thus not directly applicable to mine eld navigation).
Clearly, there are a variety of techniques for speeding up or otherwise helping Q-learning, such as
Sutton (1990), Lin (1992), Maclin and Shavlik (1994), McCallum (1996), Moore and Atkeson (1994),
Singh (1994), Zhang and Dietterich (1995), and Singh and Sutton (1996). Such techniques include
reuse of previous experience (Sutton 1990, Lin 1992), gradual enhancement of state spaces (McCallum
1996, Moore and Atkeson 1994), hierarchical learning (Singh 1994), and construction and use of highlevel features (Zhang and Dietterich 1995). Some of these were experimentally tested in Clarion,
such as reusing previous experience and constructing derived high-level features (see sections 3 and
4). Some others cannot be compared to Clarion, because they require a large amount of a priori
knowledge which Clarion does not require (such as Maclin and Shavlik 1994), or because they are
designed to deal with POMDP which is not the goal of Clarion (such as McCallum 1996). What is
the relation between Clarion and the speedup techniques in general? The answer is that Clarion is
a generic framework for extracting declarative knowledge (rules) from reinforcement learning networks
(for the sake of improving overall performance). Thus, the Clarion method can be applied on top of
any existing reinforcement learning techniques (including Sutton 1990, Lin 1992, McCallum 1996, and
Singh and Sutton 1996, when they are implemented in neural networks) to extract rules (see section
4.2).
There has been some work in combining explanation-based learning and reinforcement learning.
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In general, in explanation-based learning, the agent tries to extract speci c rules regarding a situation
by examining inferences regarding the situation and identifying relevant conditions in the inferences.
Gordon and Grefenstette (1992) tried to explain and then generalize reactive behavior, based on a
set of given rules (i.e., domain theories). Such models bear some remote resemblance to Clarion.
Although they help to speed up task learning, they rely on a priori, externally given knowledge which
Clarion does not require.
Let us examine alternatives to reinforcement learning. One alternative for handling sequences is
explicit symbolic planning (from traditional AI). From an overall goal, the agent generates a number
of subgoals that are to be accomplished in a certain order; then, from each of these subgoals, a number
of sub-subgoals are generated, and so on, until each of these goals can be accomplished in one step.
This approach is not suitable here, because (1) a substantial amount of a priori knowledge is required,
which is not readily available to us; (2) it is unnatural for describing some simple sequential behaviors
(Agre and Chapman 1990).
There are also some alternatives from the neural network literature, such as recurrent backpropagation networks. Such networks use hidden nodes as a memory, which represent a condensed record
of past states. The hidden nodes are connected recurrently so that the previous states are taken into
account in the present. The problem with such networks is that they require supervised learning and
therefore are unsuitable to our tasks. There are techniques that get around the problem of requiring
teacher input (supervision), but they are generally slower because of the lack of a proper temporal
credit assignment mechanism.
Yet another alternative is the genetic algorithm (Grefenstette 1992, Schultz 1991, Meeden 1995).
GA is a weak method for knowledge-lean heuristic search. It updates its knowledge mostly based on
the acquired experience of an entire generation (each member of which goes through many episodes)
at the end of all their trials, not on the individual experience of a step or an episode. Therefore the
learning time required by the algorithm is expected to be longer than Clarion.
This work di ers from our own previous work. Sun (1994, 1995) dealt with commonsense reasoning,
but not sequential decision making. Sun et al (1996, 1997) dealt with the psychological issues in
modeling human sequential decision making. Sun and Peterson (1997, 1998) used a di erent, more
primitive algorithm for rule learning and presented experiments in a di erent domain.
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6 Concluding Remarks
This paper presents the model Clarion that uni es connectionist, symbolic, and reinforcement learning methods to tackle the learning of sequential decision tasks. It is experience-driven, developing
both procedural and declarative knowledge autonomously through exploring the world, in a bottomup direction. Utilizing a principled dichotomy of procedural and declarative knowledge, Clarion is
able, at least in some circumstances, to learn faster, perform better, and transfer more e ectively than
models that neglect such a dichotomy. Experiments and analyses demonstrate in the three aspects
the potential for such advantages. They suggest that the combination of the two types of knowledge
can yield synergistic results. Thus the model has a performance advantage, besides being cognitively
more plausible.

A Some Sample Rules
Due to lengths, we will only show a subset of rules (extracted using derived secondary features):
Bearing: Straight Ahead
LeastDense: Center
FurthestMine: Center
LeftAvgMineDistance: Close
CenterAvgMineDistance: Very Far
RightAvgMineDistance: Far
Direction: Go Straight, Speed: Very Fast
Bearing: Straight Ahead
LeastDense: Center and Right
FurthestMine: Center
LeftAvgMineDistance: Close
CenterAvgMineDistance: Very Far
RightAvgMineDistance: Very Far
Direction: Go Straight, Speed: Very Fast
Bearing: Straight Ahead
LeastDense: Right
FurthestMine: Right
LeftAvgMineDistance: Close
CenterAvgMineDistance: Far
RightAvgMineDistance: Far
Direction: Go Straight, Speed: Very Fast
Bearing: Straight Ahead, Right, Far Right, Right Behind or Far Left
LeastDense: Right
FurthestMine: Right
LeftAvgMineDistance: Very Close or Close
CenterAvgMineDistance: Close
RightAvgMineDistance: Far
Direction: Turn Right, Speed: Very Fast
Bearing: Far Left, Left or Right Behind
LeastDense: Right
FurthestMine: Right
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LeftAvgMineDistance: Very Close or Close
CenterAvgMineDistance: Close
RightAvgMineDistance: Far
Direction: Turn Right, Speed: Standstill
Bearing: Straight Ahead
LeastDense: Right
FurthestMine: Right
LeftAvgMineDistance: Very Close
CenterAvgMineDistance: Very Close
RightAvgMineDistance: Very Close to Far
Direction: Turn Slightly Right, Speed: Very Fast
Bearing: Far Left
LeastDense: Left
FurthestMine: Left
LeftAvgMineDistance: Far
CenterAvgMineDistance: Close
RightAvgMineDistance: Close
Direction: Turn Left, Speed: Very Fast
Bearing: Far Right
LeastDense: Left
FurthestMine: Left
LeftAvgMineDistance: Far
CenterAvgMineDistance: Close
RightAvgMineDistance: Very Close
Direction: Turn Left, Speed: Very Fast

B A Decision Tree
'RightFurthestMine' = '0':
|

'Bearing' = 'Far Left' : 'Turn Left'

|

'Bearing' = 'Left'

|

'Bearing' = 'Straight' : 'Go Straight'

: 'Turn Left'

|

'Bearing' = 'Right'

|

'Bearing' = 'Far Right': 'Turn Left'

|

'Bearing' = 'Behind'

: 'Turn Left'
: 'Turn Left'

'RightFurthestMine' = '1':
|

'CenterAvgMineDistance' = 'Very Close': 'Turn Right'

|

'CenterAvgMineDistance' = 'Close '

: 'Turn Slightly Right'

|

'CenterAvgMineDistance' = 'Average '

: 'Turn Right'

|

'CenterAvgMineDistance' = 'Far':

|

|

'Bearing' = 'Far Left' : 'Turn Right'

|

|

'Bearing' = 'Left'

|

|

'Bearing' = 'Straight' : 'Turn Slightly Right'

: 'Turn Right'

|

|

'Bearing' = 'Right'

|

|

'Bearing' = 'Far Right': 'Turn Right'

: 'Turn Right'

|

|

'Bearing' = 'Behind'

|

'CenterAvgMineDistance' = 'Very Far ':

: 'Turn Right'

|

|

'LeftAvgMineDistance' = 'Very Close': 'Turn Slightly Right'

|

|

'LeftAvgMineDistance' = 'Close'

: 'Turn Slightly Right'

|

|

'LeftAvgMineDistance' = 'Average'

: 'Go Straight'

|

|

'LeftAvgMineDistance' = 'Far'

: 'Turn Slightly Right'

|

|

'LeftAvgMineDistance' = 'Very Far'

: 'Turn Right'
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